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2.1 Introduction

The power of thermodynamics comes from the fact that 
the change in the state of a fluid is independent of the 
actual physical process by which the change is achieved; 
thermodynamic theory is expressed in terms of perfect 
differentials.

2.2 Thermodynamics

First law of thermodynamics.

Piston-cylinder combination.
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The work done by the system is the mechanical work by a force

acting over a distance.

When dealing with fluid flows it is convenient to work in terms of

intensive (per unit mass) variables.

If there is an equation of state for the substance 
inside the cylinder the first law is
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According to Pfaff’s theorem there must exist an integrating factor such that 
the first law becomes a perfect differential.

Once one accepts the first law and the existence of an equation of state 
then two new variables of state are implied; an integrating factor, the 
temperature, and an associated integral called entropy. The final result is 
the famous Gibbs equation which is the starting point for the field of 
thermodynamics

The partial derivatives of the entropy are
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2.3 The Carnot Cycle
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Thermodynamic efficiency of the cycle

Over the cycle the change in internal energy is zero and the work done is 

First Law

So the efficiency is

Since the temperature is constant during the heat interaction

Finally
 
ds = δq

T!∫!∫ = Q1
T1

+ Q2

T2
= 0
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2.3.1  The absolute scale of temperature

For any Carnot cycle regardless of the working fluid

This relation enables an absolute scale of temperature to be 
defined that is independent of the properties of any particular 
substance. 

There is an arbitrary scale factor in the definition of the 
temperature. The convention is to put the freezing point of 
water exactly at 273.15 Kelvin.  Two scales are widely used 
and they are related by
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It is often useful to exchange dependent and independent variables. Define 
the enthalpy.

In terms of the enthalpy, the Gibbs equation becomes

In this way the pressure has been converted to an independent variable.

2.4 Enthalpy

The partial derivatives of the entropy are
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By defining additional variables of state and rearranging the Gibbs 
equation suitably, any variable of state can be expressed in terms 
of any two others.
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We will often use the Gibbs equation to describe the 
thermodynamic state of a fluid element moving in a flow.

2.4.1  Gibbs equation on a fluid element
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2.5 Heat capacities

Heat capacity at constant volume.

δq = de T ,v( ) + P T ,v( )dv = ∂e
∂T v=const

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
dT + ∂e

∂v T =const

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
dv + P T ,v( )dv

dv = 0

Cv =
δq
dT v=const

= ∂e
∂T v=const

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

δq
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Heat capacity at constant pressure.

δq

δq = dh T ,P( )− v T ,P( )dP = ∂h
∂T P=const

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
dT + ∂h

∂P T =const

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
dP − v T ,P( )dP

dP = 0

Cp =
δq
dT P=const

= ∂h
∂T P=const

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
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One way to measure heat capacity is to use a 
Differential Scanning Calorimeter

The energy needed to maintain the reference and 
test sample at the same temperature is measured 
enabling the heat capacity of the test sample to be 
determined.

SAMPLE PAN

Pt resistance 
thermometer

heaters

REFERENCE PAN

sample

pans

Reference 
material
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Enthalpy of a general substance.

h(T ,P) = Cp (T ,P)dT + f (P)
T

∫

Typically the heat capacity and enthalpy are tabulated as functions of 
temperature at a standard pressure of                   .

The standard enthalpy of a substance at temperature T is.

h°(T ) = C °
p (T )dT + ΔH °

fusion
0

Tfusion

∫ + C °
p (T )dT + ΔH °

vaporization
Tfusion

Tvaporization

∫ + C °
p (T )dT

Tvaporization

T

∫

105N / m2
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2.6 Ideal gases (also called perfect gases)

Ideal (perfect) gas equation of state

Universal gas constant

The ideal (perfect) gas law in terms of the density
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where 

For Air  the gas constant is

The perfect gas equation of state implies that the heat capacity, 
internal energy and enthalpy depend only on temperature. 
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For ideal gases we can determine the internal energy and enthalpy using 

The gas constant can be expressed in terms of the heat capacities.

The ratio of specific heats is a key parameter characterizing a gas.
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The ideal gas model has two basic assumptions:
1) The gas is composed of colliding molecules with negligible volume.
2) The force between particles is negligible.  

In real gases the volume of the molecules becomes 
important at high densities and there are van der Waals 
forces between molecules that act at short distances.

These effects are accounted for in the van der Waals equation of 
state.
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2.7 Constant specific heat

For monatomic gases such as helium the heat capacity is 
constant over a very wide range of temperatures from very 
low temperatures close to vaporization up to ionization 
temperatures.

The heat capacity of diatomic gases such as nitrogen is nearly 
constant within a certain range of temperatures well above 
the vaporization temperature and well below combustion 
temperatures.

It is often convenient to assume that the heat capacity is 
constant over the temperature range of interest. Under this 
assumption the gas is said to be calorically perfect.

For constant heat capacity the Gibbs equation

can be easily integrated.
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Consider a parcel of gas that moves between two points in a 
flow.

The integrated Gibbs equation in terms of temperature and density 
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or equivalently

The integrated Gibbs equation in terms of temperature and pressure

The integrated Gibbs equation in terms of pressure and density
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Lines of constant entropy change

In an isentropic process

These relations are sometimes called the isentropic chain
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2.8.1   Sample problem - thermal mixing – constant pressure

Thermal energy

2.8   The entropy of mixing
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For a constant pressure process

From the ideal gas law
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Entropy change of the system
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2.8.2       Entropy change due to mixing of distinct gases

Extensive entropy of the system

Intensive entropy of each gas
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Define mass fractions

Intensive entropy of the system before mixing
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After mixing each gas fills the volume. Partial pressures after mixing are
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2.9 Isentropic Expansion

2.9.1 Blowdown of a pressure vessel
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Final gas temperature inside the sphere

Entropy change for the ejected gas
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2.9.2 Work done by an expanding gas
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2.9.3 Example - Helium gas gun

m = 0.1kg Mw = 4.0026
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a2 = γ RT2 = 968 M / Sec (2.97)
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2.10 Some results from statistical mechanics

Heat capacities of monatomic and diatomic gases are predicted very 
accurately using the theory of statistical mechanics which treats the gas as 
a very large ensemble of colliding particles. 

Where beta is the number of degrees of freedom of the appropriate 
molecular model. 

According to the Law of Equipartition each degree of freedom contains 
1/2 kT of the energy of the molecule where k is Boltzmann's constant.
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m

Molecular model of a gas

monatomic gas

diatomic gas
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diatomic gas

 K = 0,1,2,3…
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 j = 0,1,2,3…

Note that the vibrational energy is never zero. This zero point 
energy is actually quite large but it has no effect on the heat 
capacity and therefore no effect on the temperature of the gas.

EV j=0 =
h
2π

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
ω 0

2
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For a monatomic gas there are three translational degrees of 
freedom. The thermal energy per molecule is

where

Over one mole of the gas

where
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The thermal energy per unit mass is

For monatomic gases over a very wide range of 
temperatures

At room temperature a diatomic gas has two additional 
rotational degrees of freedom.
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As the temperature increases two more vibrational degrees 
of freedom come into play. At very high temperatures

A theory of heat capacity developed using quantum statistical 
mechanics leads to
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2.11 Enthalpy - diatomic gases

The heat capacity relation can be integrated

to give
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Tabulation of enthalpy

Enthalpy per mole of a perfect gas is determined from

Enthalpy per mole of a perfect gas species i

Standard enthalpy of the ith perfect gas species.

Here the enthalpy constant is the enthalpy change 
associated with the chemical bond breaking and 
making at absolute zero. 
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Actually, it is much easier to use a reference temperature near room temperature.

Bomb Calorimeter
Coffee cup 
calorimeter

Δh°
f  is the enthalpy change per mole of a gas species when the atoms are 

brought together at 298.15K. Most measurements of the chemical bond 
portion of the enthalpy are made at or close to this temperature.

h° T( ) = Cp
°

Tref

T

∫ T( )dT + Δhf
° Tref( )
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Tabulated enthalpy for Nitrogen

 
∼
7Ru
2

Ru = 8.31451Joules / gmole− K
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You can download tabulated data from the NASA Glenn site http://cea.grc.nasa.gov

5Ru
2

Tabulated enthalpy for Hydrogen

 
∼
7Ru
2

Ru = 8.31451Joules / gmole− K
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Hydrogen heat capacity - rotational degrees of freedom

HD

H2

equilibrium
3 :1 mixture

H2

H2

ortho

para
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2.12 Speed of sound

In a homogeneous medium

For an ideal gas

Mach number
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2.13 Atmospheric models

Gravitational potential

Near the Earth the gravitational acceleration is nearly 
constant.
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Constant entropy atmosphere
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Constant temperature atmosphere

Scale height of the atmosphere
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Comparison of atmospheric models
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2.14 The Third Law of Thermodynamics

Recall the Gibbs equation written in terms of the enthalpy

For a process at constant pressure the entropy is

At very low temperatures heat capacity data shows that Cp goes to 
zero as the temperature goes to zero fast enough so that the first 
integral converges.

The Third Law states that the entropy of a pure crystalline substance is 
zero at absolute zero temperature.
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2.10 Problems
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